
Smarter next-gen networking with software-defined capabilities

ENHANCING
NETWORK AGILITY
WITH STARHUB DOMESTIC SD-WAN

The new era of digitalisation has changed the IT landscape, rapidly creating new challenges for 
traditional network. Digital transformation, cloud adoption and growing branch complexities are 
exposing the inefficiencies of existing branch and traditional WAN architecture. StarHub 
Domestic Software-Defined Wide Area Network (SD-WAN) is a solution designed to help IT 
teams simplify and overcome the complexities of managing WAN with multiple branch locations. 

On top of simplifying your WAN and Wi-Fi network infrastructure, Domestic SD-WAN also offers 
an application-aware network that enhances user experience as well as heightened security at 
the branch. With its integration of software-defined capabilities and cloud-managed networking, 
Domestic SD-WAN empowers your distributed enterprise with agility and control, to meet the 
demands of your digital business initiatives.



Domestic SD-WAN is a single service solution to manage all your traffic going in and out of the network. 
Leveraging on software-defined capabilities to provide zero-touch provisioning, monitoring and 
troubleshooting, this solution also allows configuration and enforcement of policies across your WAN and 
Wi-Fi networks within a branch location.

More importantly, it delivers enhanced visibility of your application traffic to identify and automatically apply 
the desired network and security policies to optimise and secure your existing network.

Utilising a cloud-based centralised controller architectural model, Domestic SD-WAN combines a robust 
networking management tool with advanced security and application fingerprinting capabilities, to 
empower your business with the agility and control to support its growing distributed network demands.

Domestic SD-WAN – Modernising for the Digital Era

WHY ENTERPRISES ARE 
RELOOKING WAN ARCHITECTURE

Traditional branch to hub traffic patterns are evolving into more direct branch-to-internet traffic 
flows due to cloud, IaaS and SaaS adoption. This has forced a shift for IT teams to manage 
individual branch connectivity more efficiently, while ensuring that security and network 
performance is not compromised.

The introduction of IoT devices and equipment coming onto the network has impacted an 
enterprise’s network security and health. The struggles of managing multiple connections and 
growing equipment in individual branches are amplified in legacy networks with multiple 
branches, making management, provision and maintenance overwhelmingly difficult.

Network equipment at individual branches vary and require different installation procedures, 
deployment models, monitoring and troubleshooting consoles. Onboarding and upgrading such 
hardware can be a slow and complex process, often requiring costly and time-consuming 
manpower and long deployment lead time.
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Domestic SD-WAN offering delivers
• Zero-Touch Provisioning
• Load-Sharing across MPLS / Internet links
• Application visibility and routing
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Software-defined networking
• The SD programmability capability provides increased agility at the branch, supporting best paths for 
 internet and data centre destined traffic for both wired and wireless LAN data
• Zero-touch provisioning enables devices/equipment to be deployed with ease
• Enable policy-based, automated approach to IT infrastructure at branch 

Cloud-based management 
• Intuitive console centralises the remote management of hardware including visibility dashboards, 
 traffic optimisation, monitoring and troubleshooting tools
• Orchestrates and configures wireless and WAN networks centrally

Security and flexibility at every branch layer
• Support WAN links from Internet, MPLS, and cellular connectivity 
• Built-in security functions such as application, firewall, site-to-site VPN, content filtering allows for 
 robust enforcement across all branches

Application-aware networking
• Optimises user experience with an application-aware network
• Enhance visibility on routing and connectivity performance as well as analytics for a holistic
 overview of your infrastructure
• Through application fingerprinting, QoS can be applied on specific application to ensure best 
 available path
• Dynamic, policy-based routing ensures guests traffic goes to internet, employee traffic over secured 
 network while mission-critical traffic is accorded the highest priority

Domestic SD-WAN Features

Twice as many businesses will adopt 
cloud managed networking by 2023.
- Neil Rickard and Andrew Lerner, 
   2018 Strategic Roadmap for Networking, Gartner Research



Agility & Control
Simplify your WAN connectivity and enable policy-based management 
in your network. Deploy or change branch services with ease, allowing 
greater agility and control

starhub.com/sd-wan1800 888 8888 enterprise@starhub.com

Value Added Ecosystem
Benefit from other value-added services with StarHub's rich ecosystem 
of solutions from hybrid cloud to global SD-WAN to support your digital 
transformation initiatives

Managed Service
Leveraging StarHub's scale and extensive network experience, Domestic 
SD-WAN is affordable yet comprehensive enough to cover the distributed 
enterprise on a subscription model based on your application, security & 
connectivity needs

Technology Agnostic
Flexible and scalable, you can choose from industry-leading wireless, 
wired and WAN technologies to work in concert with the Domestic 
SD-WAN overlay, to transform your network infrastructure agnostically

WHY STARHUB DOMESTIC SD-WAN


